Bonus Regulation
CIRCUS.PE
RESHUFFLE offers bonuses to the Players in order to promote the Site, the games, the bets
or any related event.
The bonuses are amounts of money which can be credited on a Player’s account, under the
conditions defined by RESHUFFLE (hereinafter « the Bonuses ») at the time of registration of
the Player, of any deposit, of any sponsoring or as offered by RESHUFFLE, for instance.
These Bonus are converted into real money by making use thereof as a stake in the games of
chance or bets available on the Site.
The conditions for the granting, the use and the release of bonuses are governed by the present
Regulation. There are however several types of bonuses the rules of which are available on the
Site at the moment of issuance of bonuses or in the framework of a specific game.

Article 1. Conditions for the granting of bonuses
1. To be eligible for bonuses, the Player shall fulfil the following conditions:
▪ be the holder of a RESHUFFLE Player’s Account; the account becoming active once the
Player confirmed his registration by clicking on the link provided for thereto by
RESHUFFLE in the confirmation e-mail sent to the Player at the time of his registration;
▪ accept and comply with the General Terms of RESHUFFLE as well as with the present
Bonus Regulation and, in particular, fulfil the conditions provided for in Article 3 of
present Regulation;
▪ keep his personal data accurate and up to date.
2. The granting of Bonuses is optional. RESHUFFLE makes it possible for the Players
to refuse bonuses, fully or partly.
The Player must however express his refusal by unticking the box « I wish to receive
Bonuses » in the « Account/Settings » section of the Site.
3. The Bonuses of the Players are intended for personal use and may not be assigned,
fully or partly, to any other Player or third party. It is therefore not allowed to share
bonuses between Players.

Article 2. Conditions for the use and release of the bonuses
1. The Bonuses are used as a stake in the games of chance or bets offered on the Site.
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The stakes in real money will be automatically played or bet prior to any Bonus.
Besides, any Player having Bonuses of a value higher than 4 € agrees that his winnings
will be automatically transformed into Bonuses.
2. The Bonuses can solely be converted into cashable real money by the Player provided
a playthrough is applicable (hereinafter the « Playthrough »); the Playthrough is the
number of times the Player must bet the value of the bonus money to convert it into
cashable money.
3. The conversion rate of the Playthrough is as follows:
Bonus - Playthrough
Game type/Bet
Sports bets with an odd above 1,60
Slot Machine + Dice
RNG table games
Blackjack
Live dealer

Playthrough
30
30
90
90
90

Coefficient
100%
100%
33%
33%
33%

For instance, if the conversion rate is of 30, the Player will only be entitled to transform
the Bonus money into cashable real money when the Playthrough of 30 has been
reached on the involved bonus; this means therefore that a Bonus of 5 can solely be
converted into cashable money if the Player bets an amount of 5 x 30 = 150.
Further, the Bonuses can solely be converted into cashable money if all of the Player’s
bonuses can be converted in accordance with the Playthrough. The conversion of
bonuses into cashable money therefore solely becomes effective when the Playthrough
relating to all of the bonuses a Player has been granted is reached and to the extent the
Bonuses have not been cancelled.
4. The Player is free to collect at any moment the cashable money credited on his account.
Any collection of cashable money however causes the cancellation of the bonuses for
which the Player has not reached the Playthrough yet.

Article 3 - Reservations
RESHUFFLE reserves the right to block any Player’s account and to cancel any Bonus in the
event of non-compliance with the Conditions of use or with the present Regulation.
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RESHUFFLE further reserves the right to refuse any collection and/or to cancel any winnings
if it appears that the Player has engaged in practices prohibited by the present Bonus Regulation
or the Conditions of use.
Such will in particular be the case when:
▪ a player collects the money he deposited in order to be granted a bonus to play solely
with the credits offered as bonuses by RESHUFFLE;
▪ a player makes a deposit for the sole purpose to claim a bonus without intending to
play.
▪ a player uses in an abusive and repeated way bonuses or promotions offered by
RESHUFFLE (or promotions of one of their partners) by solely depositing a minimum
amount in order to be in a position allowing to plays with the bonuses.
▪ a player creates several gambling accounts with a view to be granted several times the
same promotional offers
▪ a player creates or uses several accounts from one single computer or IP address with
a view to be granted several times the same promotional offers
This list is not exhaustive.
As soon as RESHUFFLE declares a Player is a « bonus abuser », this Player will definitively
no longer be eligible for being granted any promotional bonus in the future.
Update of the Bonus Regulation

RESHUFFLE can, in its sole discretion, amend the present Regulation and the conditions
for the granting or use of any Bonus, promotion or special offer.
RESHUFFLE however undertakes not to give retrospective effect to any amendment of the
present Regulation or of the conditions for the granting or use of any Bonus.
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